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は　し　が　き
　本報告書は平成12年度一平成14年度日本学術振興会科学研究費補助金（基盤研
究（C）（2））の助成を受けた研究課題「粒子一ガンマ線相関を用いた重イオン共鳴の分
子的構造の分析」について研究成果をまとめたものである．
　著者たちは24Mg＋24Mg，28si＋28siなどの比較的重い重イオン衝突でクーロ
ンバリアーを超えるエネルギー領域に観測されている幅の狭い高励起，高スピン共鳴
状態の構造と反応機構について，二原子核分子の形成とそれに伴う振動モード励起を
考える立場から解明しようとしてきた．この共鳴では，強い遠心力の効果のために二
原子核は少し離れて融合しきらず，それでもなお，核間相互作用によって結合を保つ
ような幾何学的配位が支配的になると予想される．この描像は，12C＋12C，12C＋
160共鳴などで明らかに成ったdouble　resonance　mechanismと著しく異なってい
るが，24Mg核や28Si核の基底回転帯のメンバーの小さい励起エネルギーは数多くの
二原子核配位が同時に競合する事を可能にしていて，そのためにこの様な準安定な幾
何学的配位が実現するど、曽、われる，そこで著者らは強結合的描像の「新しい分子的模
型」を提案し，以前の二度にわたる科学研究費の補助のもとに，これらの共鳴におけ
る二原子核の動力学と共鳴機構の解明を進めてきた．研究開始当初には実験データが
乏しく，非弾性散乱の励起関数と24Mg＋24Mgのスピンアラインメントに関するもの
程度であったので，非弾性チャンネルヘの部分崩壊幅の分析によって理論の検証を試
みたが，詳細な分析を行うには限界があった．
　最近，ストラスブールでEuROGAM　IIを用いて28Si＋28Siのr粒子一粒子一ガン
マ線相関実験」が実施され，より詳細で非常に興味深いスピンアラインメントの情報
が得られた．実験結果の示唆するところでは，共鳴状態を構成する28Si核のスピンが
反応面に平行で，主に”m＝O”状態になっているらしいのである．この実験結果を
もとに，28Si＋28Si共鳴の構造を明らかにしようとするのが，本研究課題である．
課題の遂行にあたってガンマ線強度の生データを提供し，議論してくださった1：ReS
Strasbourgのメンバー，R．Nouicer，C．Beck，E　Haas，R．M，Freemal1博士らに感
謝の意を表したい．詳細は概要に譲るが，この分野に少しでも多くの人が関心を持っ
ていただけるならば幸いである．
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1．要約
　重イオン問の共鳴現象は1960年代より知られており，12C＋12C系では数多くの
共鳴準位が発見されてきた．1980年代には，24Mgや28Siの様なより重い原子核間
の衝突に於いても驚くほど幅の狭い，すなわち，寿命の長い共鳴が高スピン状態とし
て複合核の60MeV程度の高励起エネルギー領域に発，見されている．これらの共鳴は
非弾性チャンネルヘ強く崩壊し，その励起関数問には顕著な相関がみられるので，複
合核を形成していると思われる．これまで，より軽い12C＋12Cや12C＋160系に
っいてはBalld－Crossillg　Mode1が成功を納めた．すなわち，構成原子核の集団運動
励起に伴って，その核スピンと軌道角運動量とが揃った状態が弾性チャンネルど結び
つき，共鳴現象が引き起こされるとする描像で現象を良く再現できる．（この現象を確
認する重要な物理量として，スビンアラインメントがある．）ところが，24Mgや28Si
では，12Cに較べて励起エネルギーは1／3程度，逆に相対運動の角運動量は数倍も大
きいので，弾性チャンネルと結合する分子的配位として特定のものが重要なのではな
く，全体でエネルギー的に好まれる配位，つまり，二原子核の相互作用によって強く
結合するような幾何学的配位が支配的になると予想される．この様な安定な分子的構
造とその安定点の回りでの動力学を記述するため，著者らは強結合的描像に基づく高
スピン重イオン共鳴の分子的模型を提案した．この模型では，単に安定な配位をエネ
ルギー的に探るだけでなく，安定点の回りでの構成核の振動や捻れ的回転運動など，
様々な励起モードを求めることができる．これらの運動モードの励起状態が数多く存
在する事によって，24Mg＋24Mgや28Si＋28Si系に多数の共鳴が観測されることを
説明できると思われる．
　この研究では，共鳴状態の物理量を求めて実験データと比較し，新しい分子的模型
の妥当性を検証することを目標として，24Mg＋24Mgと28Si＋28Si系の差異を明ら
かにすることや，理論で予想されている様々なモードの存在が実験データにおいてど
の様に現れて来るかに強い関心を持っている．本研究言果題では，28Si＋28Si分子共鳴
状態についての「粒子一粒子一ガンマ角相関データ」を分析した．スピン非整列を示す
データから共鳴状態の構造について一定の結諭を得た．分子模型や角相関についての理
論的方法は以下の英文レポートを参照して頂きたい．この要約では簡単に結論的部分
のみを述べる．
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　理論的には，高スピン重イオン共鳴の分子的模型を用いて部分崩壊幅を算出し，R－
matrix散乱振幅から，フラグメントより二次的に放出されるガンマ線強度を計算でき
る．実験はスピンベクトルが反応面に平行であることを示すので，この様な特殊な核構
造が分子共鳴のどの様な運動モードで起こるかを明らかにした．
　スピンベクトルが反応面上に揃う機構としては以下のことが予想された．28Si＋
28Siの安定構造はoblate変形した28Siがその赤道面で接している様な配位である，こ
の安定配位では二つのパンケーキが並んで平面に置かれたような形状となるので，全
体的には，巨大prolate変形した非軸対称回転子と見なせる．この様な非軸対称回転
子が超高スピンで回転すればモーメント最大となる軸の回りに回転しやすくなり，K－
mtxillg，すなわちウォブリングモードが発現すると予想される．このとき28Siの対称
軸は反応面に垂直となるが，スピンは対称軸に垂直なので反応面上にある．この様な
回転モードは分子的基底状態とバタフライモードで可能である．もう一つの可能性は
より単純なものである．2つの28Siがその重心を結んだ軸の回りに互いに逆回転して
捻れるタイプの運動（ツイストモード）で実現され，スピンは相対ベクトルに平行に
なる．
　これら分子的基底状態と励起状態の3ケースについて角相関を検討した結果，以下の
結論を得た．バタフライ励起モードなどの振動励起状態ではスピンベクトルは反応面
に平行であるものの，振動面に垂直な方向に揃いすぎて実験との一致が良くない．ま
た，ツイストモードでは分子軸方向にスピンが揃ってしまい，これも実験と一致しない．
ウォブリングしている基底状態では，スピンの向きは反応面上で特定の方向に偏らな
いので，これが一番妥当である．
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II. REPORT 
Analysis for Molecular Structures in Heavy-ion Resonances 
by using Particle-particle-~ Correla,tions 
Abstract 
Pa,rticle-particle-ga,mma da,ta from 28 Si+ 28Si molecular resonances was analised. 
By using R-matrix scattering amplitudes from high-spin molecular model, we can 
theoretically calculate gamma.-ray intensities from the fragments 28Si which are 
emitted from the resonance decays. The experimental data suggest "m = O" 
which means the spins vectors of 28Si are on the reaction plane. ~~Te studied what 
molecular normal modes exibits such a special nuclear structure. 
Following mcchanism has bccn expcctcd to obtain the spins parallel to the pla,ne; 
1. the stable configuration of 28Si + 28Si is expected to be an equator-equa,tor 
touching configuration, 2. such a stable configuration has a tri-axial deformation, 
3. due to extremely high spin rota,tion(J=38), the total deformed object rotates 
around the axis of highest moments of inertia, which give rise to K-mixing so 
called wobbling mode. Then the symmetry axes of two 28Si are perpendicular to 
the plane, and the spin vectors are on the plane because they are orthogonal to 
the axes. Such a rotational mode is possible for the molGcular ground state and 
the butterfly and anti-butterfly modes. ¥~7e ha,ve also another mode twisting to 
obtain non-alignments by simpler mcchanism, in which two 28Si spin around the 
molecular axis in the opposite spin-vector dircctions. The vectors are parallel to 
the molecular axis which rotat,es on t,he reaction plane. 
Comparing t,heoretical results with the data, we conclude that the molccular 
ground sta,te with wobbling rot,ation Is a candidate for the resonance structure. 
The other two <a,re not g'ood candida,tes by thc follo¥~rjng rcason. In t,he buttcrfiy 
mode .a,nd the twisting one the spin ¥.'cctors are pa,r'allel t,o the fragmcnt direction 
and the bcam one, res_pec:tively. Evcn with t,he spins para,llel to the reaction planc, 
we obtaincd no "I77. = O" from t,oo much concentra,t,ed ¥'ectors to o¥vn clirections, 
because "7'1 = O" require ?'symmetry around z-axis" . 
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S1. Introduction 
Intermediate resonances observed in heavy-ion sca.ttering ha¥re offered intrigu-
ing subjects in nuclear physics. High-spin resonances ¥vell above the Coulomb 
barrier in 24Mg + 24Mg and 28Si + 28Sl systems exhibit vel~ nanow decay widths 
~vith prominent peaks correla,ted a,mong the ela,stic and inelastic cha.nnels, which 
suggest rather long lived compound nuclear systems[1]. 
Betts et al. flrstly observed a series of resona,nce-like enhancements a,t O = cm 900 in elastic scattering of 28Si + 28Si[2], a,nd then they gave spin asignment,s of 
J 34 - 42 by the Legenche fits fol the elastlc angulal distlrbutrons[3]. They 
further closely studied angle-a¥reraged excitation functions for the elastic and in-
elastic sca,tterings, and found broad(r - 2.5keV) structures corresponding to cm 
the enhancement,s[4]. Tl]e each broad st,ruct,urcs is fi'agmcnt,cd int,o s_c¥'cral much 
narrower peaks with widths rcm ~ 150keV and spacing of a fcw hundred ke¥7 as 
shown in Fig. 1. Zurmuhle et al. studied the 24Mg + 24Mg system and found 
similar but more prominent resonance peaks[5]. Such narrow peaks are corre-
latingly seen in the single and mutual channel of the both systems, strengths of 
which are enhanced more than elastic one. The decay widths in t,he elastic and 
inelastic channels up to high spin members of 24Mg or 28Si ground band exhaust 
a,bout 30% of the tot,al widths, whereas those into a-t,ransfer channcls are much 
smaller[6,7]. These enhancements of symmetric-mass decays strongly Suggest di-
nuclear molecular configurations for the resonance states. It is also noted tha,t 
the elastic channel widt,hs are ra,t,her small, for example, a, few ke¥f. which is 
quite different from high spin resonances in lighter systems such as 12C + 12C; 
160 + 160[8]. 
From ¥'iewpoints of' nuclear structure studics, one immediately t,hinks of sec-
ondary minima in fission of heavy nuclci, or of' supcrdefbrma,tions which ha,¥'c 
been intensi¥'ely st,udied in medium mass nuclei. Actually Bengtsson et a,1. ma,de 
Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations fbr Ni isot,opes and obtained cncrgy nxinimum a,t 
large deformation, Ivhich appears to correspond to a di-nuclear configuration[9]. 
On the other ha,nd, considering an ang~ula,r-momentum dolninance in such hig~]l 
spin sta,t,cs, Broglia, et al. st,udicd thc st<ability of' di-nuclca,r systcms by the macro-
scopic modcl, ¥~'ithout t,aking int,o a,ccount the shcll correction[1 O]. They employcd 
the liquid-drop Inodel vL'ith t,llc proximity pot,ent,i.al bct,~~'cGn icn~s, includillg t,heir 
surf'ace oscillations. Tlrey obt,aincd st,a,])le configurat,ions ~vit,h t.]re (]efbrmcd frag-
-6-
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ments in high spins less than 56rl, for the 26Mg + 26Mg system. Maa,ss and 
Scheid calculated shell correction energies of the di-nucleus system by the use of 
two-center-shell model[1l]. By adding the correction energies to the liquid-drop 
energy, they obtained stable configurations for the 24Mg + 24Mg system with lcr 
being 38. They also studied an oblate-obla,te deformed system? chosing 12C + 12C 
one, but they did not apply the two-center-shell model. In this ca,se, they used 
a method rather similar to our molecular model. The present a,uthors proposed 
a di-nuclear molecular model~ by which equilibrium geometrical configurations at 
high spins and normal llLodes of motion can be described. Under strong influence 
of high spin centrifugal force, two constituent deformed nuclei fa¥ror elongated 
configurations with a touch at a tip; a pole-to-pole touching configuration and an 
equator-equator one were found to be the equiribria for 24Mg+24Mg and 28Si+28Si 
systems, respectively. They obta,ined norma,1 modes around the equiribria., which 
a,re expected to be responsible to the observed resonances[12 - 14]. 
Recently a new facet of the 28Sl+28Sl lesonances has been exploled 28Si+28Si 
scattering experiment has been done on the resonance at Ec.m. = 55 8MeV at IReS 
Strasbourg[15]. Figure 2 shows those elastic and inelastic angular distributions) 
where the solid lines in the lower three panels show L = 38 Legendre fits. The 
oscillating pattern in the elastic and inelastic channels 2+, (2+, 2+) are found to 
be in good agreement with L = 38, which suggests L = J = 38 donlinance in the 
resonance, namely, misalign,ments of the fragment spins. ~r-rays have been also 
measured with 47r detectors in coincidence with two 28Si fragments detected at 
ecm = 900.[7,15] Those n/-rays are emitted from the fragments of the excited 28Si 
nuclei etc. when the resonant compound decays. The angular correlation data 
show characteristic "In = O" pattern for normal to the reaction plane, which sug-
gests fragment spins 11 and 12 are on the scattering plane and is consistent with 
the misalignments obser¥'ed in the fragment a,ngular distributions. Now, char-
acteristic features of the experiments are summarized as following three points, 
which is to be explained theoretically; 1. narrow resonance structures correlating 
a,mong the elastic and inelastic channels, 2. angula. r distributions in thc elastic 
and inelast,ic channels, 3. angular corre]ations bet,1veen emorging frag'ments 28Si 
and ga,mnla-ray emitted from t,he fragmcnts. The sccond chara,cteristic indicates 
a dominance of' the pa,rtial ¥va¥re L = J. And tl]e third one indicat,es "m=0" spin 
orienta,tions of' the fra,gmcnts in the normal t,o the rcaction plane. Thus, thc lat-
ter t~~TO quantitics suggest, a disalignment betlveen t,he orbital angular ITromcntum 
-7-
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and the fragment spins. Those features are much different from 12C + 12C and 
24Mg + 24Mg systems which exhibit spin alignments 16,17]. Thus: the da,ta are 
?
expected to provide a good test for the model. 
The purpose of the present pa,per is to clarify the structure of high-spin 
28Si + 28Si resonances. As already mentioned, we obta,ined normal modes a,round 
the equiribrium of the touchingr conflguration of tTvO 28Si, which a,re expected to 
be responsible to the observed resonances. ~~rith the new a,ngular correla,tion da,ta, 
we are now able to select "what mode is rea,lly a candidate for the resonance". 
For this purpose, we ha,ve studied reaction mechanism for resonances and have 
developed an analysis method for "particle-particle-~/ angular correlations" . By 
using R-mat,rix theory, we obtain partial decay widths and collision matrices for 
the resonances: which gi¥Te the informations about resonance decays[18]. Con-
sidering ~'-ray emissions from the decay fragments, i.e., ~'-rays from excitcd 28Si 
nuclei, we obtain angular correlations, which enable us to compare the molecular 
model with the experiments[19]. 
¥~fe ha,ve a,Iso developed our molecular model to include K-mixing. In the pre-
vious molecular model calculations~ as an a,pproxhlLation, we have assumed good 
K-quantum number(projection of the total angular momentum on the molecular 
z!_axis). Of course there are couplings between them by Coriolis terms, and so we 
know the existcnce of K-mixings anyhow. Due to a tri-axial sha.pe of the equi-
librium conflguration, we have low-lying series of K-good levels, which reminds 
us that the effects may be important. However there are a lot of Coriolis terms, 
and the calcula,tions for the coupling n]atrix are not easy. Therefore, to e¥raluate 
the coupling effects, we take semiclassical approa,ch, i.e., we consider the whole 
rotational system with the tri-axial shape of the stable conflgurat,ions to be an 
a.symmetric rotator which gi¥re rise to K-mixings at high spins. It is not a way of 
quanta,1 calcula,tion for a system ¥vith many dcgrees of freedom, but it gi¥res more 
intuitive understanding fbr the rot,ational motions of the whole system. Conse-
quently the rotat,ional motions of the tri-axial deformed system are found to be 
indispensably importa,nt, for undcrstanding "m = O" domina,nce oi' the 28Si spin 
stat,e, ¥vhich brings novel aspects of "Ivobbling motion" in t,hc rcsona,nces, or in 
the rea,ction mechanism. 
To rc¥,'ic¥v t,he i'orrnulat,ion of t,he molccular mode][13], section 9- is devotcd. 
¥~re discuss t,he coordina,tc syst,em and thc modcl han]ilt,onian in t,he rot,ating 
molecu]a,r fralnc. In ordcr t,o solve couplings anlong molccu]ar configurat,ions, v~'e 
-8-
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adopt a geometrical method instead of the coupled channel one. Simply speaking, 
with high spins interactions bet¥~reen oblate-deformed nuclei fa,vor the a,lignment 
of their defonnation axes, but the axes are mostly perpendicular to the reaction 
plane, i.e., the equator-equator configuration for oblate-obla,te systems. To inves-
tigate dynamics of an interacting di-nuclear system around the conflguration, we 
use the Euler angles of the deformed nuclei as dynamic.al va,riables rather than 
integrate them to obta,in coupled-channel equations. In other words, they are in-
ternal collective variables of the rotating system. In order to forululate the model, 
we introduce a rotating molecular frame, z/_axis of which is parallel to the rel-
ative ¥rector of two interacting nuclei. All the degrees of freedom of the system 
are transformed into the rotational motion of the total system a,nd t,he internal 
motions referred to the rotating frame. And the dynamics of the latter degrees of 
freedom are treated as norma,1 modes around the equilibrlum. 
In section 3, structures of the 28Si + 28Si system are investiga,ted. ¥Ve flrstly 
inspect the nrulti-dimensional energy surfaces and look for the equilibrium con-
flgurations of the system. In subsection 3.1., harmonic approximation is adopted 
to solve normal modes. An energy spectrum with good K-quantunTl number will 
be given. Subsection 3.2. is devot,ed for the ana,lysis of the rota,tional motions(K-
mixings) at extremely high spins. After K-mixing, the K-states are reconrbined 
into new statcs. Energy level sequences obtained by the diagonalizations of asym-
metric rotators are given. In section 4, R-matrix theory and a method of angular 
correlations are briefly summarized. In section 5, results are presented and a 
comparison with experiments will be done. Summary is gi¥ren in section 6. 
S2. Reminder for Di-nuclear Structure of 28Si +28Si System 
First, we briefly explain our molecular model for hea¥ry-ion resonances. Defl-
nitions or dGri¥rations of the expressions are given in details, in Ref. 13(hereafter 
referred as Ref. I) . ¥~Te consider interacting two deformed nuclei such as 28Si+ 28Si, 
and then the degrees of freedom are their relative motions and the orientations 
of t,he deforma,tion axes of t¥vo nuclei. The la,t,ter dcgrees of frecdom or cculfig-
urat,ions are usually treatcd as "channels" in thc ~~rea,k coupling picture, but ¥ve 
do not start from the motions of pure rotational st,･d,tcs. ¥~Te expect stable ge-
ometrical configurations ¥vith some confinements for those oricnt,ations. Really 
as mentioned later, ea,ch t,ypical sta,ble configura,tion a,ppca,rcd by rather st,rong 
-9-
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a,ttra,ctive nucleus-nucleus intera,ction between tips of two deformed nuclei, for 
prolate and obla,te deforma,tions, respectively. Then those orienta,tions are im-
portant physical quantities ¥~Fhich determine the geometrica,1 conflgura,tions a,nd 
furthennore should be rega,rded to be vibra,tional degrees of freedom around the 
equilibrium. 
In order to describe the rotational motion of the ¥vhole system ~vit,h a sta,ble 
configuration, we define molecular axes, the z'-a,xes of ~vhich is ta,ken t,o be pa,rallel 
to the relati¥re vector R = (R; 02, Ol)' betvveen the constituent nuclei. The orien-
tations of the deformed constituent nuclei are gi¥ren by the intrinsic axes of the 
nuclei and are described by the Euler angles (aii;~i), referring to the molecular 
axes. Assuming a constant deformation and a,xial symmetry of the constituent 
nuclei, for simplicity, we have seven degrees of freedom 
(qi,) = (O1, 02, 03~ R, a, pl' ~2), (2.1) 
as illustrated in Fig. 3, where the Euler angles al and a2 are combined into new 
variables 03 = (al + a2)/2 and a = (al - a2)12. 
First we look the kinetic energy operator in terms of the above coordinates. 
The classical kinetic energy of the system can be gi¥'en in terms of the energies 
associated with the relative motion (radial motion and rotational motion of two-
ion centers) and the rota,tional mot,ions of tlvo constituent nuclei. 
T = 11lh2 + ;t~;llp(R)a) + 2teL)11lcL)1 + ~tcv212cL)2, (2.2) -/ 1 ' 
 
? ?
where R denotcs thc relati¥re ¥rector between two nuclei} /L being t,he reduced mass 
mlm2/(ml + m2) of two constituent nuclei with masses 777.1 and m2, and the c.m. 
energy of the total system is omitted. The second term of the r.h.s of Eq. (2.2) 
is the rotational energy of tv;'o const,itucnt nuclei given by the angular ¥relocity of 
the molecular frame ~;/ a,nd the moment of inertia tensor lp,(R). The dia,gona,l 
component,s 111 and 122 of the inertia t,ensor are 11.R2, the others being zero, 
vvhich is a.ssocia,tcd v~rith masses m.1 and In2 at the relative distance R.. Then the 
expression of the rotat,iona,1 encrgy is equal to usual onc, ~/1R.2(b~ + ~~ sin2 02). 
The ¥rcctors i~1 a.nd cu'2 denote the a,ngu]ar velocities of' t,he rota,t,ional motions 
of t,hc constituent nuclei, ti~i bein't)' thc t,ranspose oi' i~i. The inertia tcnsors of 
t¥vo nuclci 11 a.nd L,_ are dcfined in the coordina,te fr'amcs of th(~ir prinriip'al axcs, 
i.e., t,]]cy are diagonal, ¥~']lose diagollal elements are dc.tcrn~tined l)y thc excitation 
cnGrgies of' the mcmbers of tl]e ground rota,t,ional ba,nds oi' t]le c'onst,ituellt nuclei. 
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At this stage the angular velocities of the constituent nuclei ~i's in Eq. (2.2) 
are still those referred to the laboratory frame, so we ha,¥re to express them in the 
molecula,r coordinate system, i. e., in terms of the angular velocity of the molecular 
frame i~/ and those i~(/ referred to the molecula,r frame. Then we express the total 
kinetic energy as a sum of three parts, the total rotational energy Trot a,ssociated 
with i~!, the internal kinetic energy Tint a,nd the Coriolis coupling term Tc, as 
follows: 
T = Trot + Tint + Tc, (2.3) 
??
-2 ' 
1 1 1 t _// = t~2 + cL,1 Il~) 1/ + _ ~)2 12u)/2/ (2.0r) _t -// Tln  ~
Tc = ti~! tR/(alpl~l) Ili~/1/ + tR!(a2p2~2)12cv/2/ ~ 
?
where R!(aipin/i) denotes the transformation matrix which connects the axes of 
the rrLolecular frame and the principal axes of each constituent nucleus, The total 
rotational energy Trot is the rotational energy of the interacthrg constituent nuclei 
as a whole system? which rotates with the angular velocity ~;/. The inertia tensor 
is gi¥'en by 
Is = 1,~(R) + tR/(alpln!1) IIR/(alpln/1) + tR/(a2~2n/2) 12R/(a2p2n/2), (2.7) 
where the first tenll of the r.h.s. denotes the moments of inertia of simple two-ion 
centers, and the second and third terms are contributions from the constit,uent 
nuclei indi¥ridually, though their "rotations" are already taken into account in 
Eq. (2.5). The internal kinetic energy Tint Is those associated ¥~'Ith the orienta-
tion degrees of freedom of the constituent nuclei in addition to the radial mot,ion 
betlveen them. The last two t,erms of the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.5) h.a,ve a form of rota-
tiona] energy, but t,heir motions are not necessari]y rot,ational. This is ~vhy the 
quotations are put on t,he ¥vord rot,a,tions a,bo¥re. Act,ually the nuclcus-nucleus 
intera,ct,ion fa¥rors cohcsion of tlAro cons_tituent nuclei. Mot,ions in the orienta,tions 
are, therefore, not nccessa,ry to bc rotationa,1 but VL'OLlld bc rather confined, such 
as a sticking of the constituent nuclei. In the sticl{ing 1lmit the angula,r velocitiGs 
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~;n are zero, ~~Thile they are constant in free rotations. ¥~re, of course, a,nticipate 
intermedia,te stages between the sticking limit and the rota,tion, i.e., fluctua,tions 
around the sticking configuration. For vibrational motions, for exa,mple, we con-
sider fluctua,tions of the values of i~(/ around zero, a,vera,ge va,lues of them being 
to be zero. 
Af'ter expressing those angular ¥relocities ¥vith t,ime deri¥rati¥'es of the corre-
sponding Euler angles, we obtain a classical kinetic energy expression ~ ~ 9ij~icj ' 
And then we qua,ntize it by using general fonnula for the curve-linear coordinate 
system. As the classical kinetic energy consists of the three parts, i.e. the total ro-
tation, the internal motions and their couplings, the quantum mechanical kinetic 
energy T will be also divided into three terms as T = Trot + Tjnt + Tc. Natu-
rally the term Trot is associated with the rotational varia,bles (O1' 02, 03)~ Tint with 
t,he int,erna] ¥'a,riables (R, a',pl' p2) and Tc ¥vith bot,h. Ac;cording t,o the dcri¥'a-
tion. Trot Is expressed by the partial differential operators of the Euler angles of 
the molecular frame Oi. ¥Ve combined thosc differential operators into angular 
momentum operators Jj referred to the molecular axes, as usual, i.e., 
??
T^rot 2 1li j J7; jj ( 2 . 8) = 
1<i<3 
l<_j<_3 
The coefficients rtij are given as follows, in terms ofthe internal ¥raria,bles (R, a, ~l 'p2) ,l 
?
ull = rt22 = ~R2 ' 
rtl2 = O, 
?
l~13 - ktR2 cos a(cot pl + cot ~2), 
ll23 - /LtR2 Sm a(cot pl ~ cot p2), 
,t33 Ir( I + I ) 1 1 1 1 1 
??
~ 
??????????????????????
1 cos 2a cot ~l cot p2 ; 
+ 211R.2 
where 11 a,nd 12 are t,he diagonal elements of thc inertia tcnsors ll and 12, respoc-
ti¥'ely. 
The internal kinetic energy opcrat,or is a,ssocia,t,cd ¥vit,h the varial)lcs (R, a, /31 ' p2) .I 
as alrc.ady mcntioned. As usua,1, I~'c introduce a vo]ume clcmcnt dV = dRdctdpld~21 
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instead of the original dV = DdRdadpldp2 with D = rt3/2R211 sinpll2 sin~2' 
which means that the wave functions are deflned vvith the additional factor ~/~. 
Accordingly we obtain 
r~_~[~aa_~ +( 1 1 a2 2 cos 2a a2 1 1 a2~int = ~ 2 I~1 + ) 2 + 11R  aplap2 + (- + ) ~ 12 ptR2 ap2 l~R2 ap 
2 fa _ 1 1 ?? ??? I~2 + ktR2 ) +( 4 Il ktR2 sin2 pl sin2 p2 a a cos 2ai a ~  2,LR2 cotpl cotp2 c~ 
- 2ptR2 cot ~2 + cot pl ap2 sin 2a + sin 2a a pl aa aa 
(2.11) 
rl_2 [( I + )( 12 /~R2 sin2p2 _ Vadd + 1) + (- + )( + 1) ~ ~ 
l 2J , 2 cos 2a + ktR2 cotp cotp (2.12) 
where Vadd is the term so-called additional potential due to the new volume ele-
ment . 
The Coriolis coupling operator Tc consists of coupling operators between the 
variables (O1' 02' 03) and (R, a, ~l' ~2)' i.e., 
^= 
 
a a ^ + )J{ + cosa( + ) iJ2 i sin a(-Tc ktR2 a~l ap2 apl ap2 
?? ??
+ ~ sin 2c~(- cot ~2 + cot pl ) J3! ?? ?
_ i _ 2 a ^ ^ cos aJ! + J{ cos a (cot p cot p ) 1aa aa ? ??
~ (cotp +cotp2) Oo!smaJ +J slnaact 
+ riL42 [ ; sin2pl 12 11R2 sm2 p2 O J3!, J( ~ ^ (T; + IL~2 ) ?-(-+ ) . -Ocr 
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where t,he derivative operators of ei's are again re~~rritten ~vith the angular mo-
mentum operators ~-
For details of some rela,tions and explicit expressions, see Appendices of Ref. I) , 
for example, for the a.ngular velocities in the molecula,r fra,me, the classical kinetic 
energy in terms of time derivatives of the Euler angles, their quantization and 
symmetries of the system. 
In order to make the problem to be tracta,ble, ~ve sta,rt ~vith good K-quantum 
number, which is expected to be a,ppropria,te for the system of small a,xial asym-
metry. It would be discussed la,ter in details whether the hypothesis is correct or 
not. For the 24Mg + 24Mg system(prolate-prolate one), for example, it would be 
rather simple to intuitively understand it, beca,use stable configurations at high 
spins are dominantly elongated pole-pole ones which keep axial symmetry. The 
28Si + 28Si syst,em(oblat,e-oblat,e one), however, favors equat,or-equator configura-
tions, the synulretry of which is more ccullplica,ted. So we should return back to 
this problem, but anyhow a,t flrst we put K to be good. Actually the K-mixing 
terms in Trot with the coeflicients ktl3 and lh23 are relati¥rely small, because they 
have the factor 1/ktR2 ~~rhich is much smaller than 1/Ii in the contact region. ¥~7e, 
therefore, regroup the kinetic energy operator as follows, 
~ = ~' + Tc (2.14) ~/ = ~rot + T^int, (2.15) 
where T/c mcludes the Coriolis coupling Tc and the K-mixing terms in Trot. Ac-
cordingly the new rota,tional operator Trot has good K-quantum number. Here-
after flrstly we restrict our discussion to the rotation a'n,d vl;br'a,tion opeT(ztor Tl, 
together with the interaction potential given later. Thcn the axial asymmetry of 
the system in the ground and excited states would be explored. And next, the 
effects of' K-mixing due to the operator T/c, 1'e., the Coriolis coupling terms etc. 
will be discussed. 
As our kinetic cnergy opera,t,or T! keeps good K-qua,ntum nunibcr, eigenstates 
of the system are of' a rotat,ion-vibration type, 
~/A - DAJ[J (es)Xl((R a pl p2) (2.1C) 
No¥v t,lle problcm t,o be solvcd is intcrnal motions, i.c., nrot,ions associat,ed ¥vit,]1 the 
internal ¥'ariables (R, a!, pl, p2) ¥vhich couple ¥vith each ot,hcr through the kinctic 
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energy operator Tr and the intera,ction potential. For the la,ter use in section 3, 
we deflne centrifugal potential given by Trot with specified J and K, 
Trot(J,K) T [ 11R2 J(J+ 1) ;K2 + ~cos2c~cotp cotp (K 1) 
???
2 2- 
 
= 
+ (1 + I )( K2-1 Jt"--1 l) J J ptR2 4sin2 pl + 4sin2 ~2 ~ ~ 
(2.1~() 
where I denotes the moment of inertia of the constituent nuclei, i.e., I = 11 = 12, 
since we are interested in the symmetric system. In the expression of Trot(J, K), 
we use the eigenvalue K instead of J~･ Note that the additional potential Vadd of 
Eq. (2.12) in Tint is moved into Trot(J, K) for convenience, and similar terms in 
T and Vadd are amalgamated. 
For the interaction potential we want to ha¥'e such one which depends on 
geometrical configurations of interacting nuclei, i.e., potential as a function of 
the Euler angles of the nuclei in addition to the radial distance between them. 
Proximity potentialappears to be one of the most suitable potentials[20], but it is 
fairly laborious to calculate it for various configurations, i.e., one has to find out 
the shortest distance between two curved surfaces of arbitrarily oriented deformed 
nuclei and to calculate curvatures etc. at the point. Instead, we employ the folding 
method. Since, in the double folding model, nuclear densities corresponding to 
geometrical molecular configurations are directly folded with effective nucleon-
nucleon interactions, the model easily provides an interaction potential for the 
present purpose, i.e., as a function of the collective variables. ¥~re use the following 
nucleon-nucleon interaction: called densi.t.y depen,dent M3Y(DDM3Y)[2l], 
v(E, p, r) = f (E, p)g(E, r), (2.18) 
where f(E, p) gives nucleon-density deljendence by 
f (E? P) = C(E)[1 + a'(E)e~p(E)p]; (2.19) 
p denot,ing density of nuclea,r mat,ter in ¥vhich the intcra,cting nucleons are embed-
ded, and g(E, 'r) describcs original nucleon-nucleon intera,ct,ion, 
- 
??
g(E,T') = -f999e 47 2134e 2t)7 
2.9_O) + J(E)6(T) 41 2.~57' 
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The first tcnn of g(E,r) is M3Y potentia,1 without OPEP and the second term 
represents single-nucleon excha,nge suggested by Satchler a,nd Love[22]. E is the 
bombarding energy per nucleon, which we choose a,s suitable for the resonance 
energies( E = 3.75MeV corresponding to ELab. = 105 MeV for 28Si + 28Si ). At 
a short distance of the folding potential, i.e., with highly o¥rerlapping densities, 
DDM3Y gi¥res slightly weak attracti¥re potential. At the normal density, for ex-
ample, the density-dependent factor f(Es P) reduces about 75a/o of the interaction 
strength compared with the original g(E, r), while it enhances about 20% at the 
half density, i.e., a,t the contact region. 
The folding-model potential, ho¥ve¥rer, is considered to be accura.t,e only in 
the tail region of the nucleus-nucleus interaction. In the region of' nuclear-density 
overlap going beyond the normal density, its accuracy is doubtful. Hence; in addi-
tion t,o folding t,l]e nucleon-nucleon int,erac:t,ion, ~ve int,roduce a phenomeno]ogic.a,l 
repulsive potential which would originate from the effects of the Pauli princi-
ple among nucleons belonging to the interacting nuclei respectively or frcnrL the 
compression effects due to o¥rerlapping density. ¥~re estimate the strength of the 
repulsive potential due to compression of nuclear density, frcnrl the equation of 
state of nuclear matter, i.e., from binding energy as a funct,ion of nuclear density. 
One may think tha,t the picture of the density overlap is doubtful in low energy, 
but the folding model does not take into account density redistribution, so it is 
consistent to account higher densities in overlapping region. Anyhow, wha,t, we are 
int,erested in is dynamics of two interacting nuclei in high spins which are domi-
na,ted by strong centrifugal forces. Therefore the long-range part of interactions 
is crucially important, not the short,-range part, which is treated more or less in 
a, phenomenological way. 
The folding potential is dcfined as usua,1, 
U(R) f' 
2.21) 
?
= rl J dr2 pl(rl)p2(r2)v(rl2), 
rl2 = R+ r2 - rl, 
where R is t,he rela,tive ¥rect,or bctween t,he interact,ing nuclei a,nd ri a,re refcrred 
to thc centcrs of the nuclei respcctively. The long-rangc attracti¥re part of the 
interaction potential in the molecular frame Vatt,r is obta,incd fi'om U(R) by taking 
the ¥'cctor R to be parallel to t,he z/_,a. xls a,nd by fixing orientations oi' thc densit,y 
dist,ril.)utions_ of the constitucnt nuclei to the molcculnr fi'ame. By using Fourier 
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transforma.tion, 
･ = 
 ~ i~lYlm(i~) Jf dkk2jl (kR) Jf dh^Ylm(k)~(k)p~1(k) p~2(-k)~2.22) 
?
Vattl 27r 
?? ?
f dreskrv(r) = 47r J drr230(kr)v(r), ?
P~i(k) = dr!eikr pi(r/) (2.24) 
The density distribution pi(r/) in the molecular frame is rela,ted to that in the 
body-flxed frame, i.e., to tha,t in the principal axes of the constituent nucleus; by 
Euler rotations, pi(r/) = ~~(o!i'pi7i)P~(r/) = p~(r//), where pf(r/!) is the density 
distribution in the principal axes and t,herefore 
pf (rn ) ~ = l(r!!)Ylo(~!/) (2.20r) 
with the assumed axial sylnmetry of the constituent nucleus. So the Fourier 
transform p~i(k) is given with the Euler angles included as parameters, 
~(k) = ~~ p (k) D~ o(aipi7i)1~m'(k), (2.26) 'l -1 ~
m' 
p~1 (k) =47r Jf drr2 jl (kr) pl (r). (2.27) 
Insert,ing Eq. (2.26) with i = I and 2 into Eq. (2.22), we obtain the final form of 
the interaction potential as a function of the internal variables (R, a, pl' p2) as in 
the following, 
,, Vattr(R, a, pl ' ~2) = (27r)~3il' -~ -1 Il"/t/f(1!InOO I lO) 
l'l"I 
x Fl'l"I (R) Gl'l"I (a, pl ' p2) , (2. 28) ?
Fl'l"I (R) = dkk,2 jl (kR.)~(k) p~1' (k) p~1" (/.1) , (2.29) 
?
Gl'l"I(a, pl' p2) = (-1)m(2 _ 617To)(1/1//7?~ - m I lO) 
71L>_o 
' ,, x cos (2',na) d ;n o ( pl ) d f7?'o ( p2 ) ' (2 . 30) 
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It should be mentioned here tha,t 7i does not appear in the flnal expression due to 
the D-function with one magnetic quantum number being zero which origina,tes 
from the axially synuTretric density distribution in Eq. (2.25), and that al a,nd 
a2 are colrLbined into 2a = a!1 - a2 due to the fact tha,t the vector R is pa,ra.llel 
to z/_axis, i.e., the magnetic quantum number associated with R is zero. The 
Coulomb interaction is also folded, together with nuclea,r interaction v(E, p, r) of 
Eq. (2.18). 
We assume a density proflle of p~(rn) to be the Fermi distribution with 
pf (r//) = po/[1 + exp{(r RN(rn))/aN}] RN(rn) denotmg the ladius of the de // _ 
formed nucleus. As for the deformation of the constituent 28Si nuclei, the existence 
of hexa,decapole deformation (p4 = 0.20 ~ 0.03) is suggested from coupled-channel 
analyses for elastic and inelastic neutron scattering[23]. Therefore we take the 
ra,dius of ea,ch nucleus as R.~!~(r/!) = roA!/3[1 + pQY"_o(~n) + pHY40(~u)] jnc'luding 
two parameters pQ and pH for deformation, the values of which are determined 
to be -0.46 and 0.22, respect,ively, according to the suggested value for ratio 
pQlpH and their magnitudes adjusted with B(E2) ¥ralue of the ground-rotational 
band of 28Si[24]. The value of ro is t,aken to be 1.03fm from the textbook of 
Bohr-Mottelson[20r], a,nd aN to be 0.48fm to reproduce RMS radius of the ground 
state. 
Next, we proceed to the effect of density overlap in the inner region, ¥~'here t,he 
folding potential is not expected to be adequa,te. An o¥'erlapping of the densities 
brings about a higher nuclear density than normal one, which gi¥'es rise to a 
binding energy loss of the interacting system additionally to the a,t,tracti¥'e folding 
potential. ¥~re take into account the effect as a repulsive potential to be added to 
the fblding one given in Eq. (2.21). A volun]e with the higher density depends 
on configurations of the constituent nuclei, especially on their rela,ti¥'e distance. 
Actually, overlappings of two nuclei produce nuclcar densities from zero to twice 
of the normal density. An accurate ca,lculation of t,he effcct, therefore, is fa,irly 
laborious. ¥Ve propose a simple approxima.te way. If we assume the density profile 
to be of sha,rp cut-ofi' or wii,h a very snlall diffuseness, a,n o¥'erla,pping vo]ume has 
<al¥vays twice of the normal dcnsit,y. So the short;-rangc rcpulsi¥'e potcnt,ial is 
cxpected to be proportional t,o t,hc o¥*er]appiug ¥'olume, 
V~cr)(R, a, pl' p2) = T~ / 5(rl2)p~(rl)p~(r2)dTldr2, 
¥vherc t,he l)rimcs on the densitics indicate Fcrmi distribution ¥~'it,h a, smal] diiL 
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fuseness. The strength Vp is chosen in the following, referring the Equation of 
State(EOS) of nuclear ma,tter. This looks like a folding potential of the zero-
range interaction, but has the primed densities instead of the normal density 
distributions. Of course we can utilize a merit of the fonn of Eq. (2.31) in a,ctual 
calculations. 
As a. reference we can shllulate the proximity potential for some simple con-
flgurations, with an interaction potential Vlnt in the abo¥'e formula, i.e., 
Vlnt = Vattr + Vrep (2.32) 
by a,djusting the diffuseness ap in p! and the strength Vp freely. Those simulations 
were successfully done as a test of Vlnt, i.e., Ive reproduced the radial dependence of 
the proximity potent,ial for R > 4fm for the pole-pole col?,figuration,s of the 24Mg + 
24Mg system, by adjusting the repulsive potential(see Ref.1). It was, however, 
found that the proximity potential is effectively much weaker than those potentials 
which have quasi-bound states, and not favorable concerning molecular resonance 
calculations. 
As the other way to determine the strength Vp, we use EOS of the nuclear 
ma,tter, i.e., a binding energy loss per nucleon Ae for twice of the normal den-
sity which is calculated under t,he condition of complete overlap at R = O IhTlit. 
¥Vithout Coulomb energy the value of Ae can bc taken to be 7 - 11MeV[26] 
from the values of the nuclear compression modulus Koo = 180 - 240MeV[27], 
which is suggested by the experiments on giant monopole resonances. Hence the 
values a,p = 0.25firl and Vp = 330MeVfm3 are obtained to reproduce Ae = 9MeV 
in 28Si + 28Si system. Radial fonTLS of the folding potential are shown in Fig. 4., 
where the interaction potential (indication J=0-Y2+Y4) and the effective poten-
tial for J = 38 (solid line) are displayed for the stable geometric'.al configura,t,ions 
(parallel equa,tor-equator ones, see the next section). 
S3. Di-nuclear structures of 28Si +28Si 
3.1. Har',n077,ic approxi'm,ati077, an,d norm,al m,odes wil,h, specified K 
In order to know dynamical aspccts of' multi-dimcnsional intcrnal motion~ ¥~Te 
ca,lculat',e an effective pot,ential ~vit,h spccified spin J a,nd K, dcfinGd as follolvs: 
VJK(R a pl ~2) = V (R cu,pl'p2) + Trot(J K). ' ' ' Int ' , , ' (3.1
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In Frg. 5, an R - ~(pl = p2) energy surface, i.e.~ VJK(R, 7rl-9, fi, p) is displayed 
for J = 38 and K = O. ¥Ve find a local minimum point at pl = p2 = 7r/2 and 
R = 7.6fm, na,mely, a,t the equator-equator(E-E) configuration, with a rather deep 
potentia.1 well around the equilibrium. In Fig. 6(a), a-dependence of VJK in the 
E-E configuration at the equilibrium distance is shown. (NOte tha,t our deflnition 
of the domain of the ¥rariables are O < a < 7T a.nd O ~ pl'~2 < 7r.) ~~re find the 
a-dependence is extremely wea,k. Another point is tha,t we ha,¥re t¥vo local minima, 
at a = O and 7r/2. Those two conflgura,tions are, howe¥rer, exactly the same, 
namely, parallel E-E configuration (z//_axes of the constituent nuclei are parallel). 
Therefore it is necessary to impose symmetrization on the ¥va,ve functions. In 
Fig. 6(b), p-dependences of VJK with pl = p2 are compared betvveen at a = O 
and at a = 7rl2, where solid line is for a = 7r/2 (the cross section of Fig. 5 at 
R = R.c ::: 7.6fm) a,nd dashed line for a = O. (Not,e that, c.onfigurat,ions ¥vith 
pl = ~2 ~ 7T/2 at a = O are not the same as those with the same pi-values 
at a = 7T/2, but are the same as those with pl = 7T - p2 at a = 7T12.) The 
p-well at a = 7T/2 is seen to be rather shallow, compared with that at a = O. 
Hence, in addition to the weak a-dependence of VJK in the E-E configuration, 
we have signiflcantly a-dependent restoring force for p-motions around the E-E 
configuration. 
In order to solve normal modes for four va,riables (R,a,~l'~2), we expand 
VJK into a quadratic fonll for R, pl and. p2, at the equilibrium E-E conflguration, 
while for a we keep its dependence exactly in a form of cos(2m,a) series, such as 
those given in the interaction potential of Eq. (2.30). Then the effective potcntial 
is exprcssed a,s 
7r 7r kR VJK(R, a, ~l' ~2) =VJK(Re a, -. -) + T(R - R.e)2 , 2'2 
~T ;k~1(a)Ap~ + ;k~2(a)Ap~ (3.2) 
+ k~2(a)A~lAp2 + (h,igher orde7'), 
¥~There A~i denotes ~i - 7T/2. k~j(a) dcnot,es t}1e second deri¥'ati¥'e a2VJJflapia~j; 
lkl(a) belng cqual to k~2(a!)' Although k~3(cu) is a coefficicnt, of' ApiApj in 
t,he expa,nsion, it is a function oi' a, i.e., ¥ve take into a,ccount a'-dependcncc oi' 
the cocfficient, in a,ddit,ion to the a:-dependcnce of VJI((R,e' ct, ~, ~)･ As k;~1(a) 
consists of' cos(9-1?~'a) series ¥~ljth ,,n. = eve7L inc]uding zcro, the major part is a, 
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constant ko from m = O. We write k~1(a) = k~2(a) = ko + k2(a!)' k2(a) being a, 
smrL of contributions from terms vvith m = even > o. 
We introduce new coordinates in order to eliminate cross products of pl and 
p2 both in Tint and in the quadratic expansion of VJK. The new ¥'ariables are 
butterfiy and anti-butterfly as follov;'s: 
~+ =(A~l + Ap2)/~/~: = (~l + ~2 - 7r)/V~:, 
p_ =(Apl - Ap2)/~/~ = (pl ~ p2)/~/~. (3.3) 
Furthermore the inertia masses of three variables a, p+ and p_ are approxhllated 
by the values given at E-E configuration. Combining the kinetic energy opera,tor 
and expanded effective potential, the total hamiltonian is given as follows: 
H = Ho + T/c + (high,er oT'der), (3.4) 
Ho = HR + Hangl(~+, p_ , a), (3.5) 
rb2 a2 + kR 
-- R - R.e)2, HR= 211 aR2 2 
Hangl(p+' p_ , a) = H+(p+' a) + H_ (p_ , a) 
rL2 a2 7T 7r ~ T aa2 + VJK(Re' a, -. -), 2'2 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
rt2 (1 1 ~ cos2a~ a2 H~(~~ a) = -Tl¥1 + ktR~ ) ap + k:1:(a)p2 (3.8) 
~, ? ??
where + or - sign of ~ in Eq. (3.8) corresponds to p+ and p_ degrees of freedom, 
respectively, with k+ (a) = ko + k2(a) + k~2(a) and k_ (cv) = ko + k2(a) - k~2(a). 
Now we solve the Schr6dinger equation with the hamiltonian Ho for the in-
ternal four degrees of freedom, which is separated into two parts. One is a hamil-
tonian HR for ra,dial motion a,nd nothing but that of a simple one dimensional 
harmonic oscillator. Another is Hangl for the angle variables a,fi+ and p_, which 
is also alm,ost separable into H+ Of p+, II_ of p_ and remaining hamiltonian for 
cv. H+ and H_ a,ga,in represent harmonic oscillators, although the masses and the 
restoring forces depend on a. Hence we analytically obtain wa,ve functions fbr H~ 
and their energy quant,a rLeL':ir ¥vith the frcquencics 
:= 
1 1 ~ cos 2a k:1: (a) ~)~ - + ? (3.9) 
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Ta,king into a,ccount those vibrational energies from p-degrees of freedom, ~ve 
introduce a reduced potential for a-motion, and obta,in a Schr6dinger equation 
for a-motion as follows: 
[-- 2 '~ ) + E~+'T)- (a!)J ip(a) = Eanglc(a) (3 10) 4laa + VJK(Re'a ~'~
~vhere E~+,n_ (a) denot,es vibrational energy (n+ + ll2)rL~)+ + (n_ + 112)r7,~)-
from H+ + H_, added as a pa,rt of the reduced potentia.1. Note that, in or-
der to obtain a,nalytic fbrm of rLcU~ in cos(2,mct) series, we expand square root 
in Eq. (3.9) supposing ct)o = fi~~77~~) ko(1/1 + 1/fhRe) to be the leading term. We 
do not know simple analyt,ic solutions of Eq. (3.10). As the reduced potential 
VJlf(Re'a, ~ zl) + E~+,n_(a) is described by a sum of cos(2m,a), we consider 
a solution ip(a) described by cosine and sine functions of cL', i.c., Fouricr scries. 
Then Eq. (3.10) is reduced to a secular equation, which is easily solved. Thus the 
eigenenergy of the system is given as follows, specified by the quantum numbers 
(n, n+ , n_ , K, (v, 7ra)) ' 
rL2 J(J+1) -K2-1 K2 -2 
= EJ(n n+ n K (1j,7ra)) Eo(Re) + 2 + 21 llR 
+ n+- r7,cA)R 2) 
+ (n+ ) + n_ Lh I rlc()o +Eva(7Ta)' 
where v denotes a domina,nt f'rcquency of a-motion wit,h 7ra for a parity concern-
ing a reflection in the equilibrium of a = 7r/2. The flrst and second terms in r.h.s. 
of Eq. (3.11) are constant, energics from the interaction potential and the centrifu-
gal encrgy included in VJK at the equilibrium, respectively. (n+ + n_ + 1)rteL)o 
a,nd Eva (7ra) are vibra,tional energies for p-motions without a-dependence and the 
energy for a-motion, respecti¥'ely. 
Tl]ere is a selection rule 1) = even ibr K :~ even a,nd 1/ = odd fbr K = odd 
(K ~ 1/ = e'ven)? fbr c~-motion. If ',~+ Is equal to n,_, then K~ 1/ = 47n, m being an 
integer. Beca,use of the parit,y ancl boson symmetries, 77,+ c'.an bo taken to be larger 
than or cqual to n_ . For p-¥'ibrat,iona,1 modes? ~ve ha.¥'c a rule (- l)'1+ +n_ If = -1) 
duo t,o symn]ctry of' ca,ch const,it,ucnt nucleus undcr space in¥'ersion. 7'.+ Is also 
relat,cd to the parit,y of a'-Inot,ion 'as 7ra = (~1)11+. As a spccia.1 case fbr K = O~ 
both 7'+ alld ll ale e¥rcn, i.e., 7ra is posit,ive, duc to pa.rit),' symn]ctry. 
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In Fig. 7, molecular normal modes of 28Si + 28Si with spin 38 is displa,yed, 
where a pair of quanta, (n+, n_) is given below the levels. Also gi¥ren at the upper 
right-hand-side of the levels is a doIILinant quantum number l/ for a-motion, which 
means a-motion is approximately described by cos va (or sin va ). Apparently 
K-excitation and twisting rotational modes a,ppear to be lower than p-¥ribrational 
modes. The excita.tion energy for K = 2 is very small, smaller than IMeV, and 
e¥ren those for K = 4 or v = 4 a,re smaller tha,n 3MeV. In Fig. 8(a,), a fe~~T 
examples of wave functions for a-motion are sho~~rn, where v = O~ and p-modes 
are in zero-point oscillation or 2quanta excitation of butterfly. ¥~re see that, with 
zero quanta for p-modes, the amplitude is ¥vriggling around the value of a unit, 
the equilibria a = O and 7T12 being slightly fa,¥rored. (With exact v = O we 
have a constant behavior. Weak v = 4 mixing exists.) ¥Vith 2quanta for the 
butterfly mode, ho¥~'e¥rcr, Tve flnd surprisingly st,rong concentration around t,he 
equilibrium of a = 7r/2. In Fig. 8(b), we inspect the reduced a-potential for 
quanta (2, O). Compared with the potential for (O, O), we flnd that the minimum 
at a = O disappears, and the potential well at a = 7r/2 is extended to wider 
region, which sustains the localization of the amplitude. One may ¥vonder why 
the difference between a = O and 7rl2 exists. The reason is as follows: at a = O, 
due to the definition of p~, p-motion with (n+,n_) = (2,0) does not imply 
butterfly excitation but anti-butterfly one with 2quanta. Such a characteristic of 
~d: coordinates gives larger excitation energy for (2, O) at a = O than at a = 7T12. 
In Fig. 8(c), energy quanta r~eL):1: is shown versus ai, where we are able to confinll 
the point. Returning back to di-nuclear configurat,ion, for a configura,tion with 
= 2 < 7T/2, for example, we obtain a butterfly one at a = 7r/2, such as 
??
displayed in Fig.7, while at a = O we obtain an anti-butterfly one with the same 
values of pi. Hence the localization around a = 7r/2, seen in Fig. 8(a), indica,tes 
nothing but a realization of a physical butterfly excita,tion. Thus ¥ve are able 
to classify thc levels in Fig. 7 into two groups, i.e., twisting mode and butterfly 
modc (or anti-butterfly), for which (t) or (b) mark is assigned a,t thc bottom of 
the flgure, respectivcly. 
3.2 Rotati077,al 7n,otior7, at extremely h,igh sp'il7.s 
One of the cha,ra,cteristic fcature of the spcctrum is scries of lo¥v-cnergy K-
rot,a,tional excit,ation due to axial asymmet,ry around molccular z-axis, ¥vhlch is 
in contrast with 24Mg + 24Mg case.[12,13] One can undcrstand t,he rca,son im-
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mediately from Fig. 9, where the upper configuration(24Mg + 24Mg ) has a,xial 
symmetry as a whole, but the lower one for 28Si + 28Si has axial asymmetry. 
Approximately a triaxial system rotates around the axis with the maxhlLum mo-
ments of inertia. By the definition of the a,xes in the lower panel of Fig. 9, we have 
lx > Iy >> Iz' Thus two pa,ncakes-1ike objects(28Si) touching side-by-side may 
rotate around x-axis Tvhich is normal to the reaction pla,ne. In the follo~ving we 
investiga,te a,ga,in rotational motions by means of asynulretric-rotator ha,miltonian, 
which is written as follows: 
j2 J2 j2 T*ot = ~j* + 2~ + 2-1" 
= 
?
2la+ + 2A 21K ' 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
where lav' A and IK are related to lx' Iy and lz by 
l ~(1~: + T: 
= 
 
+~+ 1
I *~ ?
1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ' + Iav 
1 1 1 IK I' Iav 
??
?
I av 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
By using up and down operators of the angular momentum in t,he body-fixed 
frame, we obtain 
frot = J2 J~ 1 J2+ + J2 (3.17) ( ^~, - ^ 2lav + 21K 4A 
where J!d: E Jx ~ eJy denote up down opelatols which grve llse to couplings 
between defferent K's. The coupling strength is gi¥ren by the coefficient ~, ¥~'hich 
is I.)roportional to the difi'erence between ~ and ~~ In an intui i¥'e understanding, y I* ' the rotation around x-axis is lower in cnergy than the rota,t,ion around y-axis due to 
lx > Iy. ¥~Then the energy difference betvveen thc rotations a.round the molecular 
x- a,nd y-axcs is larger tha,n K-cxcitation energies, the K-mixlng ¥vou]cl be rat,her 
large, In othcr ¥vords? an cncrgetica,lly fa¥'orcd motion, i.c., rota,tion 'a,round x-a,xis 
¥~rould be realized by thc K-mixing. And then t,he spin oricntations of t¥vo 28Si 
nuclci a,re on the pla,ne In consistent ¥vith '~m=0" , bcc<nl_rse t,1le nuc.lei rotat,e a.round 
thc .a.xcs pcrpcndicula,r to t,hcir symmctry ones. 
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In order to obtain an accurate description of this triaxial rota,tor, as it is well 
knOwn for polyatomic molecules, ~lv'e dia,gonalize the Hamiltonian with a,n asym-
metric inertia tensor, which gives rise to a mixing of K-projections of the total 
spin J[28 The resultant motion should be called as "wobbling mode" [29]. The 
??
energy spectrum is displayed in Fig. 10(b) compared with the spectrum without 
K-mixings in Fig. 10(a). NOW the states of low lying K-series are not the eigen-
states as themselves, but are recomposed into new states. It is much interesting 
that we again obtain several states including K = O components as a result of 
K-mixing, which we may observe in the scattering. Those states are closely lo-
cated in energy and so in good a,greement with several fine peaks observed in the 
experiment. It should be noted here that the treatment of the asymmetric hamil-
tonian is somehow phenomenological and we assumed the same parameter for the 
coupling strength A for thc molecular ground-band statcs and for the butterfly 
states. 
As an analytical prescription, in the high spin lhlilt (K/J - O), the diagonal-
ization in the K-space is found to be equivalent to solving a differential equa,tion of 
the hanlronic oscillator with parameters given by the moments of inertia. Thereby, 
the solution is a gaussian, or a gaussian multiplied by an Hermite polynomial) 
~(~) J 
??
K fr"(K) = Hn.(T)exp - (3.18) 
where the width b is given by 
b = (2J21K/A)1/4 (3.19) 
In order to calculate angular correlations we use those analytic forms in Eq. (3.18), 
which is simple and easy wa,y to understand extent of K-mixing. Of course we can 
utilize nmTrerical values obtained in the diagonalization procedure~ but the ¥ralues 
are a,hllost the same as those given by the anal~.'tic form. Due to the lowest state 
fb(K) of Eq. (3.18), Tve ha¥re the ¥~"a,¥re function f'or the wobbling ground state as 
~ exp(-K2/2b2) D~dJ I( (Oi.)XI( (R, a:, pl ' ~2 ) , J A[ 
K 
¥vhere in general, XI( can be any molccular excit,ation ITrodc, SLlcll as the ground-
st,atc configuration (parallel equator-cquator one), butt,erfly mode and twisting 
(1) = 4) mode, for ¥vhicll ~ve examine thc angular correla,tions. 
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S4. Decay Properties and Angular Correlations 
~. I R-matrix formalism 
The asymptotic sca,ttering wa,ve function in the "channel" d is written in the 
form lvith collision matrix Uc'c a,s 
~c' ~ (GC ~Fc)6c'c ~ Uc'c(Gc' + iFc')' (4.1) 
¥vhere d is considered to include also the channel spin I/ and the orbital angular 
momentum l/. Fc and Gc denote regular and irreg'ular Coulomb wave functions 
fbr c~ i.e. for the channel c a,nd l, respectively. By using R-matrix formula.~ we 
obtain 
sa. u( ~ ) J ~J* e~ uAc/ uAC Uc'c = 3c'c ~ i ~ (4.2) ?ei(T'u(+) AJM N~ (E - TVAJ) ' 
whele u( ) and u(+) denote usual incoming and outgoing waves, respectively, such ?
as 
u(~) = eacr ' '(Gc ~ Fc)' 
u:+) = e~sg (G + Fc)' (4.3) 
with ac being the Coulonrb phase shift. In the second term of Eq. (2), T4/AJ is a. 
resonance pole, i.e., T.VAJ = E~ - ~r~ and NJ corresponds to a factor for t,he 
norma,lization of the resonance state, which is close to unit. u~c's are given by 
t/,~c V~k~~~ J (4.4) = et'(T' uc 
with the reduced widths ~AJC from the amplitudes of the resonance states in the 
channel c, ¥vhich is obt,aincd by 
c~lAll* ~/ ~ A[d S, (4 . 5 ) c= 
??
?
ac yc (a,c ) 7;¥ 2ktca,c 21lcac a 
JAf * ¥vhcre I~:n denot,e channel IAra.¥'c functlons, and S bcing thc surf'a.ce ¥vil;h channcl 
ra,dii a,c' Dcfinit,ion of our collision ma,trix Uc'c is almost t,he salne a,s t,hose of' 
La,in-Thomas[18] , but; is differcnt, in a phase fa,ctor from t,hem, 
U , (Lain - Thcnnas) =: ei((7.'~a.o)Uc'c ei(a~,,,-a.'o) (4.6) 
cc 
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Fol the melastnc scattelmg Uc c Is grven only by the second term. ~~re apply 
one level approximation, i.e., we consider the energy region close to a resona,nce 
level A and replace the sum of the second term for {AJM} by one terul with the 
resonance state, and then we ha¥'e 
Uc'c = ~ u~c'~~: (4.7) ~NAJ(E - T4/AJ) ' 
¥Ve obta,in cross sections for a reaction d ~ c} 
ac'c IUcJcl2 = gJT~ ~ Iu~c' 12l~~:12 (4.8) 7r 7T 
??
??
~ ~ k INAJ12{(E - E~ )2 + ~r~} ' c ll'lr c u'lr 
lvhere 
2J + I 4.9) 9J ~ 2la + 1)(21A + 1) 
is the statistical factor. NOW we define partial widths in the channel d of the level 
A by 
rJ , = Iu~c'l2 = 2Pc'l' 17~c' [2 (4.10) Ac 
where Pcl denote so-called penetration fa,ctor gi¥'en by 
Pcl = kcac (4.11) G~l + Fc21 ' 
and total widths of the level A is obtained by the sum of the partial widths, 
=~] -A Ac 
Hence, with INAJI - 1, we obtain the Breit-Wigner one-le¥'el formula, 
r n 7r I c'vl cl (Tc'c ~ {(E - E~)2 + ~r~} ' 
c ll'lr 
In particula,r, for "on resona,nce" , i.e., for E = EA, ¥ve obtam 
Uc'l'l',cll(EA) = e ic~,1, (-2V~T7c'l'l'V/~T~!cn)e~i'ip.1 (4.14) 
rJ ?
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where the nota,tions are written to be more practical tha,n in Eq.'s (4.1)-(4.4) 
as ~/cll, but the indications for J and A for the resonance state are omitted. ipcl 
denote ha,rd sphere scattering phase shifts, which are defined by 
tanipcl = Fcl(kcac) (4.15) 
Gcl (kcac) ' 
To calcula,te 7;¥Jc by Eq. (4.5), for ~~M we adopt the model wave functions ob-
tained by the bound-st,a,te a,pproxima,tion, and ¥ve take c in Eq. (4.15) to be the 
elastic channel, I = J and d to be single or mutual excitations, to obtain physical 
quantities. As for the numerical calculations, we have taken the channel radii 
ac to be 9.5fm in the preliminary calculations.[15] The value is a,t, well outside 
cowlpa,red to t,he internal region. In the present paper lve ha.ve correct,ed the tails 
of the radial wave functions in the concerning channels, by at,taching Gcl's a,t 
thc smooth connecting points, bccause thc radial bcha¥rior is gaussian-dumping 
type due to the bound-state approximation and harmonic a,pproximations. The 
distances of the connecting points are in the range of R = 8.3 - 8.8fiTL. So we use 
a slightly larger value for ac than those points, that, is ac = 9.0fm 
4･2 An,gular correlation 
The scattering amplitudes with specified magnetic substates fbr the mutual 
2+ excitation are given by 
27r X (k/ k) = ~~ ~ (22lnlln211/ml + m2)(1/1!ml + m2 m/lJM) 1711 m,2 ' ^ 
x iJ~1'ei((TJ+(Tj,)UJ Y* (A^1)Yl'm'(k/) rl' JA[ ' where k and k/ denote t,he initial and final relative mcnlrent,a between tvvo 28Si 
nuclei, respectively. Here we have assumed a single J resonance, and the in-
cident(elastic) channel assignments for the collision ma,t,rices are omlt,ted. For 
the single excitation, of course, we ha¥re a similar expression as the a,bo¥re one, by 
putting, for exa,mple; 12 = O and 77?.2 = O into t,he CG coefficicnt (22,rnl771211/ 177,1 + 
m,2) of the mutual channel spin coupling. Thc transition amplitudes fbr t,hc ~'-
ray emissions from the pola,rized nuclci are discussed by sc¥'eral authors (see for 
example Ref'. [19]). For t¥~To photon emissions from the mutual excit,ation, thc am-
plitudes a,re proportiona,1 t,o the scat,t,ering amplit,uclcs and t,he phot,on emissions 
as 
~ m 1 77~2 (k/ , k) (OO llJ(TI I 11 177.1 ) (OO] JI(72 1 12'In.2 ) ; X I I 12 
?n, I m, 2 
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where (OOIHalllml) denote the t,ransition matrices for 7-ray emissions, which gi¥Te 
transition ra,te, i.e., by well-kno¥~'n perturbation theory, 9-7r/rl ' (OOIH(T 11lml)pd~ 
for the elrLission direction d~, with p being level densities. In the case of the 
present angular correlations, photons are rapidly elTritted with the half life of 
700fs, which means ahllost all the flrst 2+ states of 28Si's finish their transitions 
into the ground states just after the deca,ys of the resonance compounds. So 
the problem which we will discuss is not the magnitude of the transition rates 
but angular distributions of the ~-ray intensities over 47r-detectors, which were 
measured by EUROGAM phasell. The ~/-ray intensity distributions are given by 
(OOIHa(Im)llm) - D~tf(ip O O)(Ih7~ - InIOO)(OllT(1)111) 7' 7' _ (-1)1-m d~a(e7)e~imipl' (4.18) fiTl~T ' 
where (T denote right/left-hand circular polarizations of the emitted 7-rays, i.e., 
cr = ~1. After sum over them for the square of the absolute values of Eq. (4.18), 
we obtain ~/-ray angular correlations, ??
alcr' 2 Wlll2 (OI ' c1; 02 , ip2) E IAlll2~ l 
(TI a2 
= 
 Xml m2 (k/, k)X~, m' (k!, k) (4. 19) 
12 crl (T2 ml m2 mi m'2 
x (OOIH.1 11lml) (OOIHgl 11lmi)' 
x (OOIHa2 112m2) (OOIH(T2 il2m~)' , 
where Oi and ci denote angles of photon directions. In the experiment, only one of 
two emitted photons is detected in most cases, even with EUROGAM. Therefore 
we take an average ovcr the angles of one photon (02, c2), and so we practically 
integrate the last line of Eq. (19), which turns out to be proportiona,1 to 6m2m~-
Hence the intensity distributions are given by ?
T4/Ilh(Ol'rf)1) - Xmlm2(k k)Xm m'(k k) ml m{, ,In2 (4. 20) 
(OO jHgl I Illnl ) (OO jHal 111 17~i ) ' 
Furthermore note also that the int,ensit,ies of the detectors are a,vc'raged over the 
azimuthal angle ipry m the final experiment,al resu]ts, which simplifies the compar-
ison to the data. By taking the a¥'era.ge, we obtain only dia,gona,1 cont,ribut,ions 
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Pm ' and thus the normalized angular correlations are expressed as 
) - PmT4/m(6ry), ??
m 
where Pm's are the probabilities in the correlated m magnetic substates of one of 
two fragments, i.e., are given by 
~ IXmm2 (k/~ k) 12 
m2 
T4/m(6ry) denote the E2 ~/-ray angular distributions, 
1 ( V~d ~cr (07 ) ) 2 (4 . 23) = 
 
T4/m (07 ) -?
cT=~l 
the intensity patterns of which are well-known (see for example Ref. [30]). The 
patterns are displayed in Fig. 11 for convenience for readers. 
In order to calculate the angular correlations, we specify the initial beam 
direction k and the final fragments direction k/ in the scattering allrplitudes of 
Eq. (4.16). The final direction k/ was taken to be Ocm in the experiment. The 
IReS 47r n/-data were processed (integrated on t,he angle ip) for the given three 
quantization axes (shown in Fig. 12); in sy:stem (a), the z-axis is taken to be 
in the beam direction, in (b) nonnal to the scattering plane and in (c) in the 
fragment direction. 
Another important point for the analysis is a width of the part,icle detectors. 
Position-sensiti¥re detectors are set aligned along the reaction plane to measure the 
angular distribut,ions, vertical acccptance of which is ~40. For fragment-fragment-
n/ coincidence, t,he e¥rent was selected in which the both 28Si's were detected in 
the range of Ocnl = 900 ~ 70. So we ha¥Te to ta,ke the detector-widt,h into account. 
One may think that the ¥vidth is enough small to neglect the effect. His idea is 
correct for usual low partial Tvaves, but this is not the case. In extremely high 
spin rcsonances such as partial L - 38, the oscilla,tions of the pa,rtial ¥va,¥rcs are 
¥rcry rapid as are seen Fig. 9-. where the angle differences bct¥vGCn the maximum t,o 
zero arnplitude are secn only about 20. Hence ¥~'e need to t,ake an a¥rera,ge o¥'cr the 
detcctor a,rea,. Such a,n efl'ect is indispensably import,ant for the corre]ation in t,he 
singlc cxcit,ation cha,nnel, as will be discussed in t,he following section. Beca,usc 
duc t,o the Bohr condit,ion ¥ve ha¥re no 777. = ~1 component at cxa,ct a = 900, cl n 
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but actually we have ra,ther large 7n = ~1 component as seen in (a)-axes in the 
experimental data[7] (see Fig. 17). Since the orbital angular momentum vector is 
almost perpendicular to the reaction plane, the wa,ves propagate rapidly oscillating 
along the reaction plane, and rather slowly varies along the vertical direction. 
Therefore we need to integrate on only one dhlLension, i.e., only along the reaction 
plane (interval ecm = ~70). To be sure~ we compared the results between those 
with one-dhlrensional integration and with two-dimensional one. Actually the 
differences are ¥rery small as less than 1% of the total amounts. 
S5. Results and Discussion 
First we inspect the angular correlation data for the mutual excitation chan-
nel[15]. Figure 12 displays 7-ray intensit,ies from the first excited state to the 
ground state, in the mutual inelastic channel (2t, 2t) decays. The 47T ~/-data are 
shown for the given three quantization axes; in the panel (a) the z-axis is taken to 
be in the beam direction, in (b) normal to the scattering plane and in (c) in the 
fragment direction. Theoretical intensities of n/-rays emitted by the 28Si fragments 
in the decay of the molecular ground state (J = 38) are also given in Fig. 12, indi-
cated by dotted lines, which are seen to be in quite good agreement with the data 
in all the three quantization axes (a), (b) and (c). The above theoretical results 
are obtained preliminary for the final k/ direction of Ocm = 90', i.e., without the 
a,verage over the detector width. As is shown in t,he following, the nature of the 
spin aligmllents in the mutual channel receives essentially no change by a¥'erag-
ing over the detector width. In Fig. 12 K-mixing was done with the parameter 
b = 1.26 in Eq. (3.20), the magnitude of which is consistent with asymmetry 
of the 28Si + 28Si molecular ground-state configurations, while we adopt a value 
b = 1.41 in the following. This is because characteristic features of the data such 
as "m=0" in (b) become indistinct by the average, and therefore to fit the data 
we haVe shifted the magnitudc of K-mixing strengths to be slightly larger. 
¥~re examine theoretical results for typica,1 molecular states. Before that, it is 
better t,o look the results of b = 2.0 shown in Fig. 13, for the molecular ground 
state a.ga.in (the sa,me conflguration as in Fig. 12, except, for the value b), where all 
the int,ernal nvotions are zero-point ones. One can see the results a,re alnlost, the 
same a,s thc prelimina,ry ones of e = 900. By a. det,ail look, one ma,y find even cl 71 
a better fit in the (c)-system. Next, for the other modes, the first is the results 
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for K = O molecular ground sta.te (no K-mixing) shown in Fig. 14, in ~vhich we 
can know the effect of K-mixing. In the middle panel (b), "m=2" is seen to be 
dominant but "m=0" component is also conta,ined, and so we feel not so bad. The 
calculated "m=0?' probability is, howe¥rer, rather small as P(m = O) = 0.10r, while 
the data suggests the value 0.46. In the other panels the flts are seen to be not 
good, although the whole tendency of the three pa,nels is roughly in accordance 
with the experhrrental data. Secondly figure 15 displa,ys angular correlations for 
the butterfly mode, and finally figure 16 displa.ys those for the twisting mode 
(1/ - 4). All those theoretical results are a,pparently much different from the 
data. The characteristic features of the results are existence of dominant "m=9-" 
substates, i.e., in (c) of the butterfly mode in Fig. 15 and in (a) of the twisting 
mode in Fig. 16, respectively. This means that the spin vectors are on the reaction 
plane; spin vect,ors a,re parallel to t,he fragment direction in t,he but,terfly mode 
and to the beam direction in the twisting mode, respectively. However those 
angular correlations are seen to be inconsistent with the data, for example, as we 
see "m=1" patterns in (a) and (b) of the butterfly mode. By the comparisons, it 
is clear that the molecular ground state with K-mixing at high spins is very good 
candidate for the resona,nce, and the other modes fail to be. One ma,y expect that 
results for the butterfly mode a,re favorable for the "m=0" characteristic, beca,use 
spin orientations are perpendicular to the normal axis. However, more precisely, 
'~m=0" means "symmetric a,round the }10rmal axis", which is sa,tisfied by neither 
of excited sta,t,es such as butterfly nor twisting with vvell-defined direction of the 
spin on the reaction plane. 
One may think that the above results are not intuitive or confusing, because 
for example, for the twisting mode the 28Si nuclei rotate around the molecular 
z/_axis by the definition, and then the spin vectors are parallel to the molecular 
z/_axis axis, which would be towards the fragment direction after t,he resonance 
decay. However the theoretical results suggest tha,t the spin vectors of the twisting 
mode are dominantly parallel to the beam direction, a,nd so one might feel the spin 
directions are strange or even incorrect. The situa,tion is similar for the butterfly 
mode, where the spin ¥rcctors ¥~Tould be on the rcaction plane by K-mixing but 
are perpendicular to the molccular z/_axis. Such an intuition is correct in usual 
nuclear rea,ction~ ¥vhere the di-nuclcar fragmcnt,s come into t,he det,ectors along 
the rela,t,i¥'e ¥rector after t,he resonance decays. In high spin resonances, holvc¥'cr, 
the expectat,ion ~vould be denicd due to extrenlely high spCGd rot,a,tional Inotion, 
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the direction of vvhich is perpendicular to the rela,ti¥re ¥rector as everyone sees 
in raindrop motions splashed frowl an ra,pidly rotating umbrella,. For a, test on 
motions of the 28Si nuclei after decay, we calculated classical orbits and obtained 
the angle from the relative direction to be about 700 for J = 38. As a confirmation 
we calculated angular correlations with J = 8, where the results turn out to be 
opposite spin directions compared with J = 38, i.e., "m=2" dominance appears 
in (c) for the twisting mode. 
Lets move to the single excita,tion channel (2t, Ot), the experimental angular 
correlations of which are displayed in Fig. 1-r[7]. Surprisingly those of the single 
channel are seen to be almost the same as those for the mutual channel. As already 
mentioned in section 4, to reproduce those angular correlation data we have to take 
average over the detector width. Figure 18 dispays theoretical results obtained 
with the same K-mixing strength b = 1.41 and one-dimcnsional integration as 
done in the mutual channel. The all the three panels show excellent agreements 
with the data. The value of m = ~1 magnetic substate probability in (a)-axes 
calculated by the integration is 0.31, which is never obtained from the flnal 28Si 
direction of Ocm = 900. By the molecular ground state we can reproduce dominant 
"m=0" substate in (b) as well as in the mutual channel. 
S6. Summary 
The energetically favored conflgura,tion of an oblate-obla,te dinuclear system 
such as 28Si + 28Si is the parallel equator-equator one, as examined in section 3, 
with the sha,pe of the whole system like two pancakes touching each other side-
to-side. At a given angular momentum J, this configuration rotates in a triaxial 
way approximately about the axis corresponding to the largest moment of inertia 
in the state with the lowest energy. Therefore the whole system rotates about the 
nonTlal to the plane defined by the two pa,ncake-like nuclci. ¥~re have developed 
the molecular model to include such rotations by K-mixing, which is described 
in subsection 3.2. The spins of the 28Si fra,gments are t,hus in this plane since 
no rotation can occur about 28Si symmetry axes. This result is in agreement 
with the lack of strong alignment observed in the angular distribution da,ta. Thus 
such a rotation or rea,ction mcchanism is expected to occur in the very high spin 
resonances. 
¥~Te have examined several mo]ecular modes to kno¥v which of them a,g'rees ¥vith 
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the chara,cteristic angular correlation data "m=0" . None of the normal modes are 
not in agreement with "m=0" , because the excited states such as butterfly and 
twisting have specified spin directions on the reaction plane, respectively, i.e., 
"m=2" in their own directions. Only K-mixed molecular ground state has been 
selected as a good candidate. 
The structure of the K-mixed lrLolecular ground state should be called as 
wobbling mode" whrch Is due to the tll axlal defolmatron of the 28Si + 28Si 
stable configuration. K-rotational modes such as tilting or wobbling ha,ve been 
discussed for deep inelastic scattering processes[3l], but up to now the a,ppearance 
of the mode in a resonance phenomena has not been known. As an experimental 
technique, the angular correlations is a powerful tool for the study of nuclear 
structures of heavy-ion resonances, and further progress is strongly desired. 
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Abstract. Recent partic]e-particle-~' coincident measu]'ements on a 28Si + 28Si 
resona,nce have sut)crgested "vanisbing spin a,lignments" . Nelv a.na,lyses of the spin 
a,lignments lvith a, molecula,r model are presented. It is clarifled tha.t due to a, 
triaxial deformation of the total system a wobbling mode (K-mixing) appears 
to give rise to spill disalignment. 
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1. Introduction 
Angular correla=tion measurements recently made lvith 47r gamma detectors has 
given rise t,o much progress in study of molecula.r resona,nces [1] . Nol~r, chara,cteristic 
features of the experiments are summa.rized in the follo¥ving three points which have 
to be exp]a.ined theoretically: l) na,rrolv resonance structures correlating among the 
elastic and inelastic channels, 2) angular distributions in the ela,stic and inelastic 
channels, 3) angula.r correlations between emergring fragments 28Si and gamma rays 
emitted from the fragments. The second chara,cteristic indicates a dominance of the 
partia,1 Il'ave L = J. Figure I shows the angular distributions for the elastic and 
inelastic channels 2+, (2+, 2+), respecti¥'ely, on the resonance at ECh,1 = 55.8 h,IeV. 
The oscillating patterns are found to be in good a,greement ll'ith L = 38, Il'hich 
suggests L = J = 38 dominance in the resonance, na.mely, m,isaligT7,mel7,ts of the 
fragment spins. And the thh･d one indicates ('In = O" spin orientations of the 
fragments in the normal to the reaction plane. Thus, the latter t¥1'o quantities 
sugt)0'est a disalignment betlveen the orbital angular momentum and t.he fragment 
spins. In the present paper ¥ve take up the third characteristic, name]y, "?71. = O'> 
ne¥v]y explored b~.･ the angular correlat,ions, and examine ¥1'hich molecular mode is 
a good candidate for the resona.nce st,ate. 
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Fig. l. Experimental angular distributions for the e]astic and inelastic scatterirlg 
for 28sj + 2sSi a,t EcAi = 55.8 MeV. Solid cur¥'es sholv L = 38 Legendre fit,s for 
comparison. 
Gamma. rays from the first excited sta.t,e of 28Si to the ground sta,te ha¥'e been 
measured in coincidence l¥'it,h tlvo 28Si nuclei detected a,t eCh4 = 900. Figrure 2 
displays ~'-ray int,ensities of the mut,ual inelastic cha,nne] (2-t, 2t) decays for three 
quantiza,tion axes from 47T data, ~¥'here in the pa,nel (a) the z a,xis is t.aken to be in 
the bea,m directjon, in (b) norma] to the sca.t,tering plane and in (c) in the frngment 
direction. The a,ngular correlation in (b) sho~vs charact,eristic "'n = O" pa.ttern, 
~~'hich sugg'ests tha,t the fra,gment spins ll and 12 are on the scattering plane, and 
is consistent 1¥'ith the misali'g'nments observed in 28Si angular dist,ribut,ions. Those 
fbat.ures are much difibrcnt from 12C + 12C and 24Mg + 24hlg systcms 11'1lich exhibit 
spin aligmnents [2]. Thus, the data, .'ire expect,ed to provide a. good test, for the. 
model. 
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Fig. 2. ~!-ray intensities obta.ined from particle-particle~ coincident measure-
ments. Solid curves shovv X2-fits. Dotted lines show the theoretica,1 prediction 
obtained by the molecular model with wobbling mode (K-mixings). For the 
quantization axes in the three panels, see text. 
2. Molecular Model 
2.1. Di-nuclear structure of28Si + 28Si system 
¥~rith extremely high spins such as 30 - 40 h,, stable di-nuclear configurations tend 
to be "elongated SJ stems bj the stlong centl Ifugal force" . In the prola,te-prolate 
systems (24h.ig + 24Mg), a, stable configura,tion is the pole-to-pole one, Ivhile in 
the oblate-oblate systems (28Si + 28Si), it is an equator-to-equator one displayed in 
Fig. 3a. By t,he molecular model, the authors have a.ttempted to so]¥'e normal modes 
around the equilibrium [3]. Seven degrees of freedom (qi) = (al, e2, e3, R, a", ~l, p2) 
illustra,ted in Fig. 3b are considered ¥vith the assumption of a. constant defoi'mation 
and axial symmetry of t.]]e constituent nuclei, for simplicity. Consistently 1¥'ith t,he 
coordinate system, ¥ve introduce a rot,ation-¥'ibration-type lva¥'e function a.s basis, 
q/A - D~IK(ei))(K(R, a' , pl , p2) (1) 
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Fig. 3. (a) Equilibrium configurations of di-nuc]ear systems. LTpper panel is for 
24h,Ig+ 24Mg and lolver pane] for 28Si + 28sj. (b) Coordinat,e syst.em of 28Si + 28Si. 
where XI( describes interna,1 motions. Dynamics of the interna.1 motions have been 
solved around the equilibrium a,nd various normal modes such a,s butterfly vibrations ??
have been obtained 3,4 . An exa.mple of the spectrum with spin J = 38 is sho¥vn 
in Fig. 4a. 
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Fig. 4. Energy spectra 
and lvith J(~-mixing (b), 
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　　　Characteristic五eatures　of　the　spectru111are　series　of　low－ellergy1ぐ一rotatiollal
excitations（iue　to　axial　asylllmetry　aroulld　the11101ecular之axis，which　is　ill　colltrast
with24M9＋24Mgcase［3，5］．Onecahunderstandthereas・nimmediatelyfr・m
Fig，3a，where　the　upper　collfiguratioll　has　axial　symmetry　as　a　whole，but　the
lower　olle　has　axial　asymmetry。Approximately　a、triaxial　system　rotates　aroulld
the　axis　with　the　lllaximum　momellts　of　hlertia．By　the　defillitioll　of　the　axes　ill
the　lower　pallel　of　Fig．3a，we　have1¢〉1“》∫2。Tllus　two　pallcake－hke　objects
（28Si）t・uchh・gside－by－sider・tatear・undthe灘axiswhichis1・・rmalt・thereacti・n
plalle。And　thell　the　sphl　orielltatiolls　of　the　two28Shluclei　aユ・e　oll　the1）1alle　hl
collsistellcywith‘‘η↓ニ0”，1）ecausethellucleirotatearoulldtheaxesl）erpelldicular
totheirsymmetr｝・axes．
　　　1110rder　to　obtaill　all　accurate　description　of　this　triaxial　rotator，as　it　is　well
kllowllforpolyatolllicmolecules，wediagollalizetheHamiltoniall ithallasymm －
ric　illertia　tensor，which　gives　rise　to　a　lutxhlg　ofκ一projectiolls　of　the　total　spill
Jl61。Theresultantl…ti・nsh・uldbecalled“w・bl）1ingm・de”171。lnthehigh
spi111imit（κ／」～0），thediagonalizationilltheκ一spaceisrou1・dtobeequivalent
to　so豆villg　a　differelltial　ecluatioll　of　the　har111011ic　oscillator　with　parallleters　givell
by　the　momellts　of　illertia。Thereby，the　solution　is　a　Gaussia11，0r　a　Gaussian
lllultiplied　by　all　Herlnite　polyllollliεし1，
ん（κ）一瑞（与）exp隣）2］， （??
withthewidth・fb一（2」21・《／△）1／47where1π1－1」1－1函1and△『1－1」1一な，1
with1承，1一圭（／」1＋1」1）・Theresult＆ntenergysl）ectrun・isdisl）layedinFig．4b
colllpared　with　the　sl）ectrulll　without1ぐ一111bdllgs　hl　Fig。4a。　To　calculate　allgular
correlatiolls　we　illtroduce　a　wobbhllg　m6de　by　the　Iowest　state∫o（κ）、of　Eq．（2），
Ψ丈M一Σexp（一K2／2わ2）Pズ4κ（θ話）X・（（R，α，β・，β2），
　　　　　　　κ
（3）
where　ill　gellera1，）（K　call　be　any　molecular　excitatio11．mode．As　for　the　value　of
δ，wetake1．3，whichisc・1・sistel・twiththedi－nuclearc・n且gurat ・ ・f28Si＋28Si
System。
2。2、S勿ηα♂乞9η7γ乙θη哲5δ穿αη9鴛ごαr　co77うεZα孟乞oπ5
、Ve　defhle　scatterhlg　waves　alld　the　colhsioll　matrix　Uc’c　such　as
ψ～（OC一乞Fc）一Σ⊃UC’C（σC’＋田c’）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　C’
（4）
By　ushlg　the　R－matrix　formula　with　olle　level　approximatio11，we　obtain　Uc’c＝
θ一奄φ1’（一2餌γc’，’画γCヱ）θ｝ゆ正／Ft。talf・rtheinelasticscatterin9，wherethere－
duced　widths）’c』are　calculated　from　the　model　wave　fullctions，The　scatterillg　a111－
1）htudeswithsl）eci且edmagneticsubstatesr・rthemutual2＋excitationaregive1・
一58一
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by 
27r Xmlm2 (k/, k) ~ L S.,A/ (22mlm21S!M~)(L/S/?71/M~jJM) = 
x iJ-L'ei((T' +a;_, ) ULJ,S' YJ~l (k)YL,m' (h^"/) , (5) 
~A'here k a.nd k! denote the initial and final relative momenta betlveen the t~¥'o 28Si 
nuclei, respectively. 
The transition a.mplitudes for the ~'-ray emissions from the polarized nuclei a,re 
discussed by several authors (see for exa.mple Ref. [8j). For tlvo-photon emissions 
from the mutual excitation, the amplitudes are gi¥'en as 
= ] - (k!, k)(OOIHal 1117nl)(OOIHcr2 ll._m2) , AUI '72 Xml m' (6 ) Il 12 mlm2 
¥¥hele the tlansrtlon matllx elements (OOjH(,llm) - (-1)1-md.17?cr(el)e imc 
describe 7-ra)' emissions. ~l and cT2 denote right/left-ha,nd circular polariza,tions 
of the emitted ~. rays, i.e. (T = ~1, and after summing over them the square of the 
absolute va,lues of Eq. (6), Ive obta,in the ~'-ray intensities. In the experiment, only 
one of the tlvo emitted photons is detected in most cases, even v~*ith EUROGAM, 
and so ¥ve take an avera,ge o¥'er the angles of one photon. Note a,Iso that the inten-
sities of the detectors are a¥'eraged over the azimut,hal angle c~ m Fig. 2. Thus the 
angular correlations a.re expressed a.s 
TV(e~.) = ~ pmT1/Tn(e~') ' (7) 
m 
where Pm denote the proba.bilities in the correla,ted m magnetic substa,tes of one 
of the t.~vo fra,gments and are gi¥'en by Pm = ~]m' IXmm2 (k/, k)1'-. And T4/m (e") 
V~7~~F denote the E2 v-ray angular distributions l/2 . ~a=~1( 5/4lrd~a(gl'))2 (see for 
example Ref. [9]). 
3. Results and Discussion 
¥~re inspect results for tlvo typical molecular states. One is the molecu]ar ground 
state where all the internal motions are zero-point ones, a,nd another is the butterfly 
excited stat,e. Theoretical intensities of ~' rays emitt,ed by the 28Si fragments in the 
decay of the molecular ground st.ate (J = 38) are gi¥'en in Fig. '-, indicated by 
dotted lines, Il'hich are seen to be in quite good agreement lvith the data in all the 
three axes (a,), (b) and (c). Those for the decay of the butterfly excited state are 
disp]ayed in Fiob'. 5. A dominant "77L = 2" substate in the fr,at)o'ment direction is seen 
in (c), and so the results are much different from the forrner. One may expect that 
resu]ts for the butterfly mode are fa¥'orable for the "m. = O" characteristic, because 
spin orientations are perpendicu]ar to the normal axis. Ho¥ve¥'er, more precisely, 
"7n = O means "s~ mmetllc alound the nolmal axls ¥1hich Is satlsfied bl nelthel 
of excit,ed stat.es such as butterfly nor t¥visting (not shol¥'n here) Ivit.h a ¥~'ei]-defined 
direction of t,he spin on the reaction plane. 
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Fig. 5. ~'-ray intensities for the a,ngula.r correla,tions vvith three qua.ntiza,tion axes, 
for the butterfly excited state. (a) the z axis in the beam direction, (b) normal 
to the scattering plane a.nd (c) in the fi'agment direction. 
4. CollCludillg Remarks 
¥~Te have examined several molecular modes among which one of them a,grees with 
the characteristic angular correlation data c'm = O" . None of the normal modes 
are in agreement l~rith "m = O" , because the excited states, such as butterfly a,nd 
twisting, have specified spin directions, respectively, i.e. '<m = 2" in their own 
directions. Only the K-mixed ground state has been selected as a grood candidate. 
The structure of the K-mixed ground state should be called "wobbling mode" 
¥1'hich is due to the triaxial deformation of the 28Si + 28Si stable configuration. 
K-rotational modes, such as tilting or wobbling, have been discussed for deep in-
elastic scattering processes [10], but up to now the appearance of the mode in a 
resona,nce phenomenon has not been known. As a,n experimental technique, the an-
gular correlation measurement is a powerful tool fcu' the study of nuclear structures 
of heavy-ion resonances, and further pr]ogress is strongly desired. 
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